Leaders who are prepared
to face the challenges of the
unknown future - need to be
equipped with 'Brain Friendly'
tools & techniques that equip
them with the skill sets needed
to lead their teams even during
turbulent times.
It is estimated that almost 70%
of the jobs that we would be
doing 10 years from now don't even exist today!
So how to we train ourselves
for the future?

Awesome
Leaders
Improve Productivity
Increase Happiness

That's why Learning :
HOW TO LEARN
is so important
Generate TIME
And.....to do so,
they need TIME !!

WELLNESS:

Incidents of 'Stress-related' ailments are increasing.
One of the causes of 'Stress' at the workplace is not enough TIME to complete the tasks before the Deadline.
This stress is carried home, thus negatively impacting the
personal lives as well. This impacts the 'Happiness Quotient'.
A Happy employee is a 'productive' employee.
If executives could generate 2-3 hours SPARE EVERYDAY
- what might be the level of Stress? & Happiness? & Productiviy?

Course Outline:
The Brain
- Processing information
Mind Mapping
- Brain-friendly input
Creativity
- Idea Generation
Speed Reading
- Double your words/minute
Memory
- Names - Faces
- Facts - Figures
Inherent Strength
- Multiple Intelligences
Application
- Work - related

Duration:
2 Days

Most executives spend their time:
30-35% in Readng;
30-35% in Meetings;
Balance in 'Core Functions'.
These 2 days would ensure
that delegates are able to
SAVE at least a couple of
hours DAILY !
Thus increasing their
Efﬁciency, Productivity,
Creativity, Happiness Quotient.
This course is recommended for
Senior Corporate Executives
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The FIRST INDIAN to be Licensed to by
the Tony Buzan's (Inventor of Mind Maps)
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READING CHAMPION.
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